Extreme weather conditions pose obstacles for students with disabilities

AMANDA DEDIE
Staff Writer

Imagine living directly on campus and still facing obstacles in traveling just a few buildings away just to get to class. This is the reality for Victoria Hendrix, a sophomore communication disorders and sciences major, and Burgandi Rakoska, a junior early childhood education major.

Rakoska, for example, couldn’t even leave her dorm to be interviewed. She said, via email, “The main problem of living on campus while being disabled that comes to mind is getting through the snow. In fact, this seems to be an issue that many students on campus are facing — both students with disabilities and without. I know that many students have talked to me about slipping, stumbling and even falling. I personally have a hard time getting the wheelchair through the snow when it piles up.”

Hendrix agreed, sharing, “I hate the snow so much. I get no one can control how much it snows here. There’s all these open custodial positions at school, so the workers that remain here, either they have to do overtime, or if the campus doesn’t want to pay them overtime, that means some of the buildings here don’t get covered,” she explained. “That’s an issue for me during the winter. I have night classes, and some of the ramps don’t get shoveled. Oh, when they do get shoveled, whoever shovels the ramp leaves the snow in the center of the ramp at the very bottom and I’m just like, ‘This isn’t very helpful.’”

During the snow’s off-season, one might think that the lives of those who are wheelchair-bound or have other accessibility issues may have it a little easier, but that’s not necessarily the case. “All the bathrooms on campus say they’re accessible, but some of them, like the one in the library — I can’t even shut the door. My chair is halfway out of it,” said Hendrix. “Also, one bathroom in Fenton — the door opens to the lobby, so you have to get your chair all the way into the bathroom to be able to enter it.”

“This isn’t very helpful.”

New policy to change child-centric events

Changes are coming to Fredonia in the upcoming Fall semester that will affect many clubs and annual Fredonia-affiliated activities that work with minors.

See story on page A-3

FRED Fest Q&A with Dr. David Herman

Last week The Leader sat down with Dr. David Herman, vice president of Student Affairs, in search of answers to questions regarding the recent cancellation of FRED Fest.

See story on page A-3

See FRED Fest page A-7
TRACY MARTIN'S TALK FOCUSES ON DIVERSITY, HOPE FOR FUTURE

Conversations about problems our society faces due to racism are brought to Fredonia by Tracy Martin.

MARSHA COHEN
Staff Writer

When Tracy Martin set foot onto the King Concert Hall stage on Feb. 11, he was there on a mission. After the death of his son Trayvon Martin on Feb. 26, 2012, Martin has made it his goal to promote the importance of diversity and respect for the black community.

As part of Black History Month, Black Student Union selected four topics its members felt were worthy of being highlighted throughout the month. Social justice, one of the selected four topics, was the overarching theme for Martin’s talk.

The talk was sponsored by BSU, the President’s Office, the Ethnic Studies program, the Department of Sociology, Anthropology, Social Work and Criminal Justice; the Dean of the College of Liberal Arts and Science; the Women’s Student Union; and the Office of Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion.

Before Martin took the stage, Antonio Regulier and Jakera Cooper of BSU, Courtney Lisiaceno of the Women’s Student Union and President Horvath had a few words to say to those who were in attendance. The most notable speech was given by President Horvath.

Before she presented Martin, Horvath painted a picture of her journey on her way to King Concert Hall that evening — she walked over with her hood up, and no one harassed her. She stated that she was able to do this because of her professional position, age and race.

Martin’s talk covered a wide array of issues such as social justice, diversity, the economy, racism and the lack of faith that today’s young people have. Martin is the son of a pastor and quoted scripture multiple times during his speech. He used the Tower of Babel story from Genesis 11 to illustrate how ignorance towards others who are different can cause division and friction. He stressed how much one can learn by engaging in a conversation with someone from the black community.

“If you were to get to know a black person, you would realize how much that person’s perspective is different from our own,” Martin said during his speech.

With nods of approval and several “mhmm’s” coming from the crowd, one would think that Martin had won everyone over. However, he still had some critics.

“When the government saw that the political system was crumbling, they hired a new police force. That new police force was called the FLA. The FLA was known for their brutality. The police would go into a neighborhood, and if they saw a black person, they would shoot them,” Martin said during the talk.

Martin highlighted how crucial of a part the government plays in helping primarily black communities thrive.

“If you put McDonald’s and any other fast food restaurant in my neighborhood, I’m going to go there and eat it. But we all know how much we love grandma’s cooking! Why don’t we give her a kitchen and let her feed her community,” Martin said during the talk.

Martin’s talk was followed by a question and answer session where students could voluntarily ask questions. The reception was opened to the public and allowed audience members to mingle with Martin.

The crowd was filled with students who were curious about Martin’s story, and others who were able to relate.

“When I was in elementary school, my neighborhood was predominantly white,” said Danielle Martin, a junior biology major. “We went through a lot of changes, and now it is predominantly Puerto Rican and Hispanic. As I grew up it became a poor neighborhood. So I was exposed to the economic differences based on ethnicity, and now I’m part of the few white families in the neighborhood.”

Danielle Martin is from Tonawanda, N.Y., and has seen what people from different backgrounds have had to endure. She was able to empathize with the speech and look at it in a constructive manner.

“I’ve been exposed to racism in my own area, but I also have friends from Brooklyn who witness it on a daily basis, so coming to this event almost seemed like an obligation,” said Danielle Martin.

It will be three years since the death of Trayvon Martin on Feb. 26, and his dad had some advice for students about how Trayvon would have handled race relations.

“[Trayvon] was raised in a multicultural environment. The last school he was in was heavily populated with whites, black, hispanics, Jews and Italians,” said Martin in an interview prior to the talk. “It was a melting pot of different nationalities, so he was able to interact with different people. His message to the students would be [to] engage in conversation with someone of a different race, don’t be afraid to open up and answer hard questions. Be respectable and live your life.”
New policy to change child-centric events

NYSSMA music camp, little siblings weekend amongst affected events

MEGHAN GUATTERY
Assistant News Editor

Changes are coming to Fredonia in the fall semester that will affect many clubs and annual Fredonia-affiliated activities that work with minors.

The Fredonia Child Protection Policy (CPP), which currently a working draft, is a 24-page document that covers the in and outs of children under 17 in relation to Fredonia.

“I grew up in this bucolic, childhood where I skipped out the door every afternoon and didn’t come back until night,” said Director of Human Resources and Co-Chair of the Child Protection Policy Committee Michael Daley.

JORDYN HOLKA: Some students are saying the cancellation notice seems to come out of the blue. Can you address this?

Dr. David Herman: I’d like to make a general statement about the timing of all of this — we’ve been talking about FRED Fest the entire 14 years I’ve been here, and it was discussed years before I came. It’s been a difficult event to deal with, because it’s so diverse, and a lot of it has gone off-campus. It was fairly manageable early on, but when social media came along, it suddenly got much bigger, and the people coming from were further away. We ended up with high school kids — the kids who set up for FRED Fest. We arrested people from other colleges.

JH: Who ultimately made the decision to cancel FRED Fest?

DH: The administration, I don’t think the university is going to be able to continue.

JH: Students are concerned that the cancellation notice seems to come out of the blue. Can you address this?

DH: We have always worked with the village on managing — as best we can — FRED Fest. Our police department, our police department — we have a Campus Community Coalition that meets once a month and we always talk about FRED Fest, especially in the spring. I’m sure we’ll work with them this year.

JH: A lot of students feel their voice was not heard in this decision making process, and that there is a growing divide between student and administration. Can you address this?

DH: I have never worked at a campus where students and the administration are closer than at Fredonia. I’ve never worked at a campus with more of an open door policy. I’ve never worked at a campus where students on surveys talked about their respect for faculty and staff, and vice versa. I think the administration has historically, has been very student friendly. So I don’t think there’s a major gap.

JH: What can you say as to the future of what has been a FRED Fest, starting with this year?

DH: I think we all have a lot of innovation to do about FRED Fest and what it means to us and what we want it to be. And I think we are a year or two behind, but let’s start thinking of something new. We need a year to review and redesign FRED Fest.

JH: I guess I’m optimistic that most students want to be proud of Fredonia and don’t want to hurt Fredonia in any way, and we’ll have a pretty good level of participation come back. But let’s try something new. We need a year to review and redesign FRED Fest.

JH: I think the university working with the village police, this year to monitor off-campus activity?

DH: We have never worked with the village on managing — as best we can — FRED Fest. Our police department, their police department — we have a Campus Community Coalition that meets once a month and we always talk about FRED Fest, especially in the spring. I’m sure we’ll work with them this year. We also work with the state police and the sheriffs, as well, because we always have to bring in extra security for [FRED Fest].
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CHARLES PRITCHARD  
Staff Writer

Chaos Theory is the idea that if a butterfly flaps its wings, it could potentially set in motion a chain of events that could result in a hurricane.

While the prospect itself seems silly, the concept still holds up. This notion, applied to the prices of food, is currently being seen at The State University of New York at Fredonia.

It starts off innocently enough. Wheat, corn and grain production is down this year due to a number of factors. Papers such as The Oklahoman report how early freezes caused farms to lose half their crop, while The Southeast Farm Press reports of a symptomless fungal infection of wheat making it unusable.

This, in essence, is the butterfly flapping its wings.

Things like corn and grain are needed to feed farm animals. Farmers need to spend more money on feed to keep their cattle fed. In turn, meat prices start going up.

With the rising cost of beef, cattle theft is at an all-time high, increasing the price of beef even further.

But what does this all mean? Well, nothing much. At the moment, at least.

“We set our product specs in the summer,” Mike Proffer, Director of Dining Services for the Faculty Student Association stated. “We set our meal plan prices for the academic year, and throughout the year, as the cost of beef and other items goes you’d ever see a price increase is either at Starbucks or Tim Hortons, and that’s because the companies owning those franchises are the ones dictating the prices.

Proffer went on to explain that despite varying levels of Super Bowl and even then, the prices for chicken wings stay the same at Fredonia.

When asked about whether or not it would ever happen, Proffer said, “I’ve been in 31 years, [and] I’ve never seen a change mid-

Proffer also brought up the weather conditions for California and Florida produce and vegetable distributors; this leads to a new appreciation for the amount of work that goes into bringing food to Fredonia.

“We have a number of local distributors, and we try to keep everything local, but if you want fresh pineapple, you gotta go to Costa Rica,” he said with a laugh.

“Pineapples just don’t grow in New York.”

So while Proffer ensures that there is no increased price of meat, vegetables or fruit at the moment, there is a price change that students may have noticed.

Milk prices have gone down. This isn’t as convoluted as the beef price increase, oh no.

FSA just has a new milk distributor, moving away from Byrne Dairy to new pastures.

No pun intended.

So while students may not need to think too much about the cost of food this semester on campus, 2015 might just be the year to keep an eye on the U.S. Farm Report.
**University**

**Monday, Feb. 9, 2015**

12:36 a.m. A vehicle was stuck in the snow in the traffic aisle in lot 9B. Officers assisted in moving the vehicle.

12:36 a.m. A vehicle was stuck in the snow in the traffic aisle in lot 9A. Officers assisted in moving the vehicle.

10:00 a.m. A black and silver LG cell phone was turned in to University Police. A report was filed.

2:20 p.m. A one dollar bill was found in the Gregory Hall load zone. A report was filed and the property was held as temporary evidence.

2:56 p.m. The smell of marijuana was detected in Grissom Hall. A report was filed.

4:39 p.m. An ID was turned in to the Residence Director of Hemingway Hall.

5:47 p.m. A Visa card was found in the lobby of University Commons. A report was filed and the item was stored.

5:17 p.m. The back window of a vehicle was broken in lot 13. A report was filed.

**Tuesday, Feb. 10, 2015**

10:02 a.m. A staff member was stuck in the elevator in Thompson Hall. A report was filed, the problem was fixed and the staff member was released.

4:32 p.m. University Police assisted in an arrest warrant executed on Hilton Weeks, age 18.

6:19 p.m. The intrusion alarm sounded at the art gallery. The doors were found open and were secured. A report was filed.

**Wednesday, Feb. 11, 2015**

12:20 p.m. A textbook was stolen from Reed Library. A report was filed.

8:12 p.m. People were stuck in the elevator in McEwen Hall. The problem was resolved.

10:15 p.m. Shoes were stolen from Steele Hall. A report was filed.

11:50 p.m. A key was turned in. A report was filed.

**Thursday, Feb. 12, 2015**

1:48 p.m. There was a man on the Temple Street bridge acting strangely. A report was filed.

5:30 p.m. The jacket of a student was found on Temple Street by another student. The item was stored and a report was filed.

11:11 p.m. Toyota car keys were found in lot 3. A report was filed.

**Friday, Feb. 13, 2015**

4:30 p.m. A vehicle hit another vehicle in lot 16 and left the scene. Pictures were taken for evidence and a report was filed.

**Saturday, Feb. 14, 2015**

3:51 a.m. "The pull station [alarm] in Gregory Hall was activated. A report was filed.

4:48 a.m. Property was damaged in Chautauqua Hall. Evidence was collected, pictures were taken and the instance was referred for investigation.

8:20 p.m. A Galaxy S5 cell phone was found in Dods gym. A report was filed.

10:55 p.m. The smell of marijuana was detected in a hallway in Gregory Hall. A report was filed.

Sunday, Feb. 15, 2015

5:02 a.m. A blue iPhone and black case were found on a sidewalk. The items were stored as temporary evidence.

6:06 a.m. The alarm in the Foundation House was triggered. The area was secured.

4:19 p.m. The burglar alarm was triggered in the Faculty Student Association office in Gregory Hall. A report was filed and the alarm was reset.

**Fredonia**

**Tuesday, Feb. 10, 2015**

5:00 p.m. Hilton R. Weeks, age 18, was arrested for assault in the third degree and was held on bail.

Christopher R. Farrell, age 19, was charged with assault in the third degree.

**Thursday, Feb. 12, 2015**

8:19 p.m. Dylan Grassiano, age 22, was charged with criminal contempt.

**Saturday, Feb. 14, 2015**

Michael R. Abram was issued an appearance ticket for violating the sewer ordinance.

Xavier A. Berrios was issued an appearance ticket for violating the sewer ordinance.

Natasha G. Kundrat, age 20, was held on $50 bail for violating the sewer ordinance.

All information printed in The Leader’s police blotter is a matter of open public record. No retractions or corrections will be made unless a factual error is shown. Anyone who is cleared of charges has the right to have so printed. It is the responsibility of the accused to provide notice and proof of the dropped charges.

---

**How will the cancellation of FRED Fest affect your party plans?**

Olivia Phillips
Junior criminal justice

"I live off-campus and so do most of my friends. So, I think that I would probably be off-campus anyways. The past few years I didn’t stick around on campus. I work on campus, so the only time I would be on campus is during the day working. So I don’t think it will affect me too much."

Tyler Hatch
Senior management

"I also work on campus and I also live off-campus. So I normally don’t go to the actual on-campus [FRED Fest], as its kind of deteriorated over the years anyhow, so I don’t think it will affect me much.

Vincent Visciano
Senior business marketing

"It’s irrelevant that they cancelled FRED Fest because in the last years that I’ve been here there’s been a concert or event on campus that draws me to the campus. FRED Fest is really bringing people in [from] other places, and I know from Buffalo and that, that want to have a good time because that’s just what you do at that time of year. I think them cancelling it is not going to help. Maybe just them implementing that people can’t go into the dorms and help friends there stay over might diminish the people that come here but other than that it’s really not relevant to me that they’re cancelling it."

Kyra Delano
Senior business management

"It won’t, really. It will still happen. I think they will just cancel things on campus, I don’t think it will matter with downtown. It will just get worse, I feel like, because everyone’s not going to have anything to do."

---
Let it snow, let it snow, let it snow?

If you are a Fredonia student, complaining about the heavy snowfall and cold temperatures comes as naturally as breathing. However, it cannot be underestimated how large an impact the winter weather has on our daily lives.

The winter weather has a high cost. Consider the amount of money we pay for winter clothing. For example, if a heavy winter jacket costs $150, a hat costs $8, a scarf costs $10, a pair of gloves cost $15 and a pair of winter boots cost $100, one would spend $283 on just winter outerwear. This is not including the cost of heat, shoveling snow, buying more shovels when we break them, or car maintenance. The snow is breaking our banks.

The snow also costs a lot of time. There’s the time spent shoveling sidewalks, unburying our cars, doing laundry and spending time unburrying our cars. The snow also poses a real danger to students, especially those who are students living on campus. The unplowed sidewalks throughout the Village of Fredonia and the surrounding community are experiencing exactly the same thing. The snow also affects each and every one of us.
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From the desk of... Maggie Gilroy

Editor in Chief

The Spring semester of my senior year has finally arrived; I am back where I was at this time during my senior year of high school, answering the dreaded question: “So, what are your plans for the future?” I’ve found that, much like the question, my answer has not changed. I hope to go back to school.

Why, after 16 years of formal education, am I going back to school?

Well, amongst numerous reasons, school is one of the only things I know how to do. Most of us have been in school from the ages of 6 through 22, which is nearly 30 percent of our lives. Not only is it a large amount of time, but it is the majority of the time of our life of which we have a reliable memory.

Since this early age, we have been taught that going to school is a normalcy of life. Even before formal schooling, many of us went to pre-school — a school that teaches us how to go to school. Yes, we may have had jobs, internships and other activities, but they were always balanced around, or even used to help fund, our schooling.

So, in addition to learning how to pay taxes, keep a steady job and be a functioning member of society, we have to learn how to not to go to school. I am sincere in saying that I do not know what I will do when I don’t have to wake up at 7 a.m., get dressed, grab my backpack and walk to school. I will not know how to fill my nights when I am not doing homework or sitting in some sort of cafeteria eating pre-prepared food with friends.

Even though I may be pushing this back by entering graduate school, I understand that I will have to face this reality at some point. I will have to shift my identity from student to professional member in society. While I have been hard-wired to be a student, I will spend these short three remaining months of undergrad retraining my brain to transform from student to functioning member of society. Is there a class for that?
was extremely heavy. I had a teacher here, my first semester. I couldn’t get to the bathroom, and I didn’t know where another bathroom was, because I was a freshman. The teacher looks at me and goes, ‘Well, just go to another building where you know where an accessible bathroom is.’

Not only is transportation difficult on campus, but sometimes it’s easy to forget that dorming students need to get offices, as well. “We are also having some problems with accessibility on the Campus Community Bus,” said Rakoska. “The Campus Community Bus only goes Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday for wheelchairs. On top of that, they can only take one wheelchair at a time. One of the times I looked, they don’t have the equipment to take you, because there has to be a certain way to tie down your chair,” said Hendrix. “Students are busy during the week, so when are we gonna have time to go to the store? Weekends, probably. But I don’t have that option, because they do Monday through Wednesday only.”

One of the most unfortunate problems, perhaps, is the uncompromising attitudes of those who work on campus. Hendrix shared a couple unfortunate run-ins with Fredonia faculty. “I was late one day because I had to go to the Science Center for the opening dedication. My teacher knew that. It took me half an hour to get the paper that everyone else was working on because I had my hand raised, but they couldn’t see me. When I got my paper, I obviously didn’t have nearly as much time as everybody else,” shared Hendrix.

“Part of my disability services is, if I go up to my teacher and go, ‘Hey, I’m struggling with this, can I take this home?’ There were some teachers that were like, ‘No, I don’t allow that,’ and I’m kind of just like, ‘Well, what do you want me to do?’ Because I’m not getting a zero.”

Another situation came when Hendrix needed to live in University Commons in order to accommodate her needs. “I’m a sophomore, and that’s only supposed to be an upper-classman building, but that’s the only building that’s accessible to me. So what they tried doing to me my first year here, and my dad had to call because they weren’t listening to me, is they tried doubling the price on me, because I was a freshman and I was living in the commons. They said, ‘No, you can live in Nixon or Alumni,’” said Hendrix.

She continued: “At first, I really wanted to be in Alumni because a friend of mine would have been an RA there, so I knew she would have helped me. But then they tried to tell me that I’d have to share a bathroom with another student. When I was still in my room, when I was not in my chair, I’m on my knees, crawling, because that’s the other way I get around. So bathrooms? On your knees? Even if I was to wear my shower shoes, I’m still exposed. So, I know I take care of myself, but I can’t assume that with others. I’d love to, but I can’t.”

Despite their struggles, however, both girls realize that change can only be taken one step at a time, and recognize the support they’ve received from countless faculty members. Hendrix said, “I know they’re trying really, really hard. There’s been a couple buttons [on the automatic doors] that have been broken since before fall break, such as in the Williams Center and at my dorm. It works to go out, but not to come in. I have to go all the way around the side door. There’s also been good people on this campus, who, when I’ve gotten stuck in the snow a few times, were heading towards my residence hall. I blew my whistle twice and they ran to me to help me get unstick. There are good people here. I like that it’s a smaller sense of community here. I love this campus. I’ve realized that no place I go to is going to be perfect.”

Rakoska shared the same sentiments: “Everyone that I’ve talked to about these issues has been extremely helpful. President Horvath has been extremely nice and helpful. I believe that the grounds crew really is doing their best to clear the sidewalks,” she explained. “Whenever it’s brought to their attention that an area needs to be cleared, they’re always right there to do it. I’ve even had a few members pull me a path right through my where people could volunteer to go around in a wheelchair for a day,” shared Hendrix. “The whole Student Association e-board is willing to do this. It’s going to take a little bit, but what Burgandi and I are going to do is make a task list; we’re going to send them to use buttons that don’t work, maybe bathroom rooms that don’t work. Maybe one of the tasks will be to go up and down a wheelchair ramp, because some of the ramps are steep here.”

Hendrix concluded, “Burgandi and I, because of how we get around, get used to, ‘here’s a challenge - overcome it.’ It’s not, ‘sit around and wait for somebody all day.’ I have a responsibility like any other student to get to class.”

What helps, in times of struggle on campus?

Hendrix said, “The students that I’ve talked to have been really helpful so far. They have helped me through the snow, have given me their notes when I’ve had to miss class, and have overall empathized with some of the problems. I think that as long as students are there to give a helping hand through a problem and to share their voices and opinions about a problem, the problem will be resolved.”

Despite the issues they’ve discovered on the Fredonia campus, would they go anywhere else?

“This was the only choice that I’ve made in my life where there was no doubt in my life,” said Hendrix. “I have some kids in my classes that think it’s basically a joyride: that I have no struggles, and I just think, ‘I don’t know how you were brought up!’”

She continued: “The Student Association was willing. Every since Jefferson [Dedrick] became president, I could hug them, because Burgandi and I have been trying to get this club together for awhile, and we had this idea for a club on campus Community in order to accommodate her needs.

I’m a sophomore, and that’s only supposed to be an upperclassman building, but that’s the only building that’s accessible to me. So what they tried doing to me my first year here, and my dad had to call because they weren’t listening to me, is they tried doubling the price on me, because I was a freshman and I was living in the commons. They said, ‘No, you can live in Nixon or Alumni,’” said Hendrix.

She continued: “At first, I really wanted to be in Alumni because a friend of mine would have been an RA there, so I knew she would have helped me. But then they tried to tell me that I’d have to share a bathroom with another student. When I was still in my room, when I was not in my chair, I’m on my knees, crawling, because that’s the other way I get around. So bathrooms? On your knees? Even if I was to wear my shower shoes, I’m still exposed. So, I know I take care of myself, but I can’t assume that with others. I’d love to, but I can’t.”

Despite their struggles, however, both girls realize that change can only be taken one step at a time, and recognize the support they’ve received from countless faculty members. Hendrix said, “I know they’re trying really, really hard. There’s been a couple buttons [on the automatic doors] that have been broken since before fall break, such as in the Williams Center and at my dorm. It works to go out, but not to come in. I have to go all the way around the side door. There’s also been good people on this campus, who, when I’ve gotten stuck in the snow a few times, were heading towards my residence hall. I blew my whistle twice and they ran to me to help me get unstick. There are good people here. I like that it’s a smaller sense of community here. I love this campus. I’ve realized that no place I go to is going to be perfect.”

Rakoska shared the same sentiments: “Everyone that I’ve talked to about these issues has been extremely helpful. President Horvath has been extremely nice and helpful. I believe that the grounds crew really is doing their best to clear the sidewalks,” she explained. “Whenever it’s brought to their attention that an area needs to be cleared, they’re always right there to do it. I’ve even had a few members pull me a path right through my where people could volunteer to go around in a wheelchair for a day,” shared Hendrix. “The whole Student Association e-board is willing to do this. It’s going to take a little bit, but what Burgandi and I are going to do is make a task list; we’re going to send them to use buttons that don’t work, maybe bathroom rooms that don’t work. Maybe one of the tasks will be to go up and down a wheelchair ramp, because some of the ramps are steep here.”

Hendrix concluded, “Burgandi and I, because of how we get around, get used to, ‘here’s a challenge - overcome it.’ It’s not, ‘sit around and wait for somebody all day.’ I have a responsibility like any other student to get to class.”

What helps, in times of struggle on campus?

“Burgandi and I, because of how we get around, get used to, ‘here’s a challenge - overcome it.’ It’s not, ‘sit around and wait for somebody all day.’ I have a responsibility like any other student to get to class.”

Victoria Hendrix

“For Burgandi and I, because of how we get around, get used to, ‘here’s a challenge - overcome it.’ It’s not, ‘sit around and wait for somebody all day.’ I have a responsibility like any other student to get to class.”

Victoria Hendrix

Winter weather continued from A-1

FRED Fest continued from A-1

Sean Miller, a Fredonia alumnus who graduated in 2007, is the creator of the FRED Fest 2015 Facebook page. Miller has been to eight FRED Fests and has created a Facebook page for the last five. Miller said the reason he created the page was “to let any alumni know when FRED Fest was being held, in case they wanted to attend the event.”

Since Miller created the page, he believes that he is partially responsible for so many Fredonia alumni to come to FRED Fest every year. Miller felt the cancellation has been in the making for years.

“To be honest, I had been expecting them to cancel FRED Fest for much the last five years, ever since the girl was set on fire, or even in 2012, when there were nearly 100 arrests,” explained Miller. Although he felt it was coming, he is still surprised that the university followed through with the eradication.

Miller was not surprised by the current situation at Fredonia to what Brockport experienced when their spring festival, Brock the Port, was cancelled. He commented that there was a Facebook group specifically created to bring back Brock the Port; it had nearly 2,000 members that Miller feels the media attention FRED attention is receiving is a “double-edged sword.”

“One on hand, it’s good that the news stations are picking up on this … But at the same time, it’s making people aware of how bad it gets during FRED Fest,” explained Miller.

Miller feels that, at first, this decision will do more harm than good, but as the years go by, the FRED Fest will start to settle down.

“If this decision sticks for future years, I could see things get better. This year, FRED Fest 2015 was likely going to be my last FRED Fest because as the time goes on students are not going to bother bringing their friends down for an otherwise normal weekend,” Miller explained.

Little has been heard about how the village residents have reacted to the news of Miller’s Facebook event.

“I don’t know if any of them are really rousing to judgement yet, I think we’re kind of just taking it in” said Meyers.
Tracy Martin has a meet and greet with members of Fredonia’s Black Student Union before his speech in King Concert Hall. See full story on A-2.

Actresses from Vagina Monologues. Sammi Cruz and Jessica Wilson, perform ‘Emotional Creature.’ See full story on B-1.

The Fredonia Women’s Lacrosse team prepares for the Spring 2015 season. See full story on B-10.
Ian Clarke shares concepts of creativity with Fredonia musicians

KORI BARKLEY  Staff Writer

Ian Clarke, a leading musician and composer in the flute world, spent this past Tuesday at Fredonia. This was a “marvelous treat” for Susan Royal and Fredonia’s flute studio. While in Fredonia, Clarke presented a lecture sharing his concepts for the process of composition, or in many imaginative aspects and many more) that create hauntingly lyrical and breathtakingly beautiful passages. He believes it is our imperative to Ensler that “The Vagina Monologues” uses clever imagery to provide the audience. Performers carry red cards with them that signify that the skins and monologues are someone else’s story, as opposed to their own. These experiences are imitative to the informative nature of the show. While the play is meant to entertain, it serves a purpose as an educational device, as well.

Crowd favorites such as “The Woman Who Loved To Make Women Happy” and “The Flood” provoked laughter, whereas others carried more serious messages. The serious skins were symbolized by a red light that engulfed the stage as a trigger warning to let the audience know and possibly prepare for a more intense experience. Emotionally charged skins such as “Vagina Village” and “Say It” dealt a raw and emotionally charged message that left the audience in awe.

Similar to the changing environment of gender equality, “The Vagina Monologues” is constantly adding new monologues and evolving with the times. Ashley Coppelli, a senior music education and vocal performance major, found the addition of the new skins to be an important and impactful change. “Some of the newer monologues were added since the last time I saw it last year.” One of her favorite new additions is “The Vagina Monologues” is constantly adding new monologues and evolving with the times. Ashley Coppelli, a senior music education and vocal performance major, found the addition of the new skins to be an important and impactful change. “Some of the newer monologues were added since the last time I saw it last year.” One of her favorite new additions is

See story on page B-11

Rise of the “phablet”

phablet (noun) - a smartphone having a screen which is intermediate in size between that of a typical smartphone and a tablet computer.

See story on page B-4

Player profile

“You want to know where I’ll be five years from now?” he said, a grin becoming prominent on his face. “I don’t even know where I’m going to be five minutes from now.”

See story on page B-11
to “The Vagina Monologues” was the director/organizer skit pertaining to domestic violence.

“That was something I didn’t see last year,” said Cappelli. “It hits more close to home since there are people that I know that have been [abused].”

The most interesting part about this domestic abuse skit was the cards that the performers were carrying. The red cards signifying the retelling of another’s stories were replaced with purple cards, indicating the skit was created from the personal experiences of those onstage.

Meghan Palmer, a senior musical theatre major who played the role of Eve, commented on the director/organizer skit involving abuse as a powerful and relatable experience for all parties involved. “Even though it’s a red light monologue, it gives the directors a chance to share with the audience what they feel and their stories; and you don’t get to do that in performances a lot of the time,” Palmer said.

Though the production was designed to empower women, it was just as informative, if not more, impactful on the male and gender-variant members in the audience. “It is one of those things that is very much necessary,” said Jess LaBella, a junior journalism major. “I feel like after seeing this, everyone should see this. It’s definitely for guys — it’s for everyone.”

LaBella found the production to be “eye-opening” in that “The Vagina Monologues” puts “a human face to statistics” and provided “a context for things that are usually just numbers.”

It’s said that “the journey of one thousand miles starts with a single step.” While the road to gender equality has been a bumpy one, there’s still a long way to go, but “The Vagina Monologues” is taking giant steps in the right direction.
Kingsman: the Secret Service, or the ultraviolent James Bond

CONFERENCE REPORT Special to The Leader

"Kingsman: The Secret Service" is an incredibly fun and violent film which pays homage to the classic James Bond films. It’s not a film for everyone, and certainly not for the squeamish, but as violent as it is, it’s also very serious and dark. "X-Men: First Class." "Kingsman" has movies always been a staple in the action genre, and Matthew Vaughn’s "Kingsman: The Secret Service" pays tribute to them. It’s not a film for everyone, Kingsman is a really likeable and easy-to-root-for lead. He is troubled and a rebel, for understandable reasons, but he is honorable. "Kingsman," for its part, is a show a side of the actor that was once in the top secret British government agency, the “Kingsman.” His father died to save his fellow agents, including Harry Hart, played by the suave and cool Colin Firth. Hart recruits Eggsy to the training program after helping him with trouble with the law. As Eggsy goes through the training, Samuel L. Jackson’s mogul, Vandal, fills the Bond-villain role as he plots a grand worldwide scheme, brainwashing people into violently attacking one another.

The cast is all-around great with newcomer Egerton making Eggsy a really likeable and easy-to-root-for lead. He is troubled and a rebel, for understandable reasons, but he is honorable. "Kingsman," for its part, is a show a side of the actor that was once in the top secret British government agency, the “Kingsman.” His father died to save his fellow agents, including Harry Hart, played by the suave and cool Colin Firth. Hart recruits Eggsy to the training program after helping him with trouble with the law. As Eggsy goes through the training, Samuel L. Jackson’s mogul, Vandal, fills the Bond-villain role as he plots a grand worldwide scheme, brainwashing people into violently attacking one another.
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The Bigger... the Better?

The Astronomic Rise of the "Phablet"

NAOMI LYNCH
Special to The Leader

Phablet (noun) - According to the Oxford English Dictionary, a smartphone having a screen which is intermediate in size between that of a typical smartphone and a tablet computer.

Origin
Early 21st century: blend of phone and tablet.

The days of the four-inch smartphone are long gone.

If you see one in the wild, you're looking at a legacy item that will one day be worth a couple grand, depending on its condition. These days, the bigger your phone, the better it is.

Most smart devices have gone from one-handed ease to a two-handed behemoth. With this decrease in user accessibility, you would have thought a digital riot would have ensued. Instead, it's the complete opposite — people are clamoring to get the largest and shiniest device.

Even Apple, a staunch supporter of the iPhone that could fit in your palm, eventually gave in and released the iPhone 6+, the first time the flagship phone sported a 5.5-inch display. As these phones grow bigger, so does their infamy.

With the arrival of Samsung's Galaxy Note 11 in 2011, the term "phablet" was born. What made the Note unique from the competition was not only its 5.3-inch screen — large enough that seasoned veterans thought the phone was going to fail — but the S-Pen, which is currently the best tablet writing tool exclusively for Samsung.

This move drove consumers right into Samsung's lap and turned the established company into a direct rival to Apple's throne. Samsung released its Galaxy Note 4 in October 2014, two inches larger than the original iteration and jam-packed with features. Just because Samsung is pushing boundaries slowly with its phablets doesn't mean other companies aren't marketing on the success of bigger phones.

The largest phablet in the world belongs to Sony's Xperia X, a massive device weighing in at 6.4 inches, according to http://www.Pocket-Lint.com. This phone is one inch off from the size of the standard entry level tablet, which is seven inches.

Now that we have some history, what are the pros and cons of these increasingly larger-than-life devices?

### PROS

1. Longer Battery Life

As these phones grow bigger, it would be a shame if battery life didn't keep up, as well. The capacity of some phablet batteries easily exceed 10 hours. My sister's Galaxy Note 3 has a capacity of 3200 mAh (mili amp hours), which means her random midnight video marathons will not cease anytime soon. For the consumer, this equates to less time being bound to a charger and more time to take selfies!

2. Optimal Netflix Watching b/c of Screen

Why pull out your laptop when you can enjoy the latest season of your favorite show on Netflix in the palm of your hand? These larger and wider screens allow you to play games, watch media and capture photos like never before. Plus, if you're looking to go all out for the next level of immersion, you can pull out the battery (or for Apple folk, shut it down quickly). You can't do that on your laptop.

3. You (May) Be Able to Use it in Class

Because the phablet straddles the thin line between phone and tablet, you might be able to use it towards your academic work. Forget printing out a reading at home? Conjure up that PDF on your phablet. Don't worry—Facebook can wait for your quarter-hourly refresh.

### CONS

1. Portability

Let's face it - this device isn't something you can put in a pocket and go. Do you have jeans with bigger pockets? Well, now might be the time to invest in them. Add on a bulky Otterbox case, and the phone is not going to fit anywhere but a purse or a messenger bag.

2. Price

These phones are not cheap. These companies put a lot into their hardware, which translates into increased prices for consumers. The prices of these phones range from $200 to $400, practically the price of entry level tablets. Make your investment wisely.

3. You'll look silly holding it to your head

Remember when people used to walk around with Bluetooth ear pieces and they looked insane because it looked like they were talking to themselves? Well, you are in for a world of mockery if you hold that phablet up to your face. Would you hold a dinner plate up to your face? No. Invest in some quality mic-controlled headphones. You'll thank me later.

Ian Clark continued from B-1

sound like a jazz great, adding pressure. When you think of playing your instrument as ‘doodling,’ possibilities are endless and it takes the pressure off, leaving more room for creativity."

While the talk was mainly geared toward flutists, it was informative to all instrumentalists. Throughout his discussion, Clarke also opened students' eyes to a more critical, but rather inspirational and encouraging," she continued. "I left his master class eager to return to Ian Clarke, but his humor and genuine nature made me feel comfortable when it was my turn to perform," Nicole Murray, senior flute performance major, said.

"His feedback was concise and the advice he gave was not overly critical, but rather inspirational and encouraging," she continued. "I left that master class eager to return to the practice room in the hopes that maybe someday I can become half the amazing musician and person that he is."
Collegiate Housing

Park Place

ONE PRICE COVERS EVERYTHING!

- ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED
- FREE HIGH-SPEED INTERNET
- FREE CABLE
- FREE LAUNDRY
- FULLY FURNISHED

$2790/semester

Call 716.672.8000

Quality, Affordable, All-Inclusive Housing

24-hour Maintenance • Secured Entry with Intercom • Off-Campus Lifestyle

www.theparkplaceapts.com

70 Brigham Road
Fredonia, NY 14063

Campus Edge at Brigham
across from the athletic fields

NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR IMMEDIATE MOVE IN 2015/2016 SEMESTER

Apartments

- 2 Bedroom Units Designed for Students
- Low Semester Pricing Includes: ALL Utilities!!

Townhouses

- 2 Bedroom, 1.5 Bath Townhouses
- Affordable Semester Pricing Includes: Heat, Hot Water, Cable, & Internet

--DON'T WAIT--
call 716.672.2485
and reserve a unit NOW!
campusedgeatbrigham.com

Like us on Facebook for chances to win free food and prizes!

See our menu and specials @ pdubs.com

Now serving slices and wraps!
ATTENTION JUNIORS!

ALMA MATER SOCIETY
FREDONIA’S HIGHEST NON-ACADEMIC HONOR SOCIETY
IS NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS

If you are a Junior (by credits), or first semester Senior (by academic acceleration) and you have made outstanding non-academic contributions to SUNY Fredonia, you are eligible to apply for induction into the Society.

PLEASE PICK UP AN APPLICATION
AT THE STUDENT ASSOCIATION OFFICE
G-107 WILLIAMS CENTER

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
PLEASE CALL KATHY CARRUS (S.A. OFFICE)
673-3381

APPLICATIONS WILL BE ACCEPTED FROM
FEB. 23, 2015 TO MAR. 13, 2015
IN THE STUDENT ASSOCIATION OFFICE
(located in the Williams Center)
A tight Oscars race to the finish line

When I saw “Boyhood” playing at the Fredonia Opera House during its recent Cinema Series, it was the most profound theatre experience I’ve ever had. From how this film resonates, to the raw and excellent acting, to the technical scope, “Boyhood” is the best picture of the year.

This year’s competition in the best actor category is just as tight as the best picture race. Steve Carell’s performance in “Foxcatcher” is a transformation to such dark and creepy territory that you’ll forget he’s the same guy who charmed us as Michael Scott in “The Office.” Benedict Cumberbatch and Eddie Redmayne’s performances are some of the best biopic works in years, especially Redmayne as Stephen Hawking in a performance that is reminiscent of Daniel Day Lewis’ Oscar winning performance in “My Left Foot” in 1989. Bradley Cooper truly becomes legendary sniper Chris Kyle in “American Sniper,” continuing Cooper’s impressive dramatic streak.

There is Michael Keaton, who I believe will win the night’s ballot. In “Birdman,” Keaton, in a way, plays himself. He plays an actor who once portrayed a famous superhero and struggles with a Broadway play he’s putting on to prove he is a real actor. The Best Actress category should not be overlooked either. The Best Actress award will likely come down to Rosamund Pike in “Gone Girl” or Julianne Moore in “Still Alice,” in which she showcases some career-best work. Other nominees include Marion Cotillard in “Two Days, One Night”; Felicity Jones in “The Theory of Everything”; and Reese Witherspoon in “Wild.”

The Best Supporting Actor category has performances that would each win any other year, but amongst the amazing performances, J.K. Simmons in “Whiplash” is almost certain to take the Oscar. His performance as a music school conductor was intense and — at times — terrifying. If anybody could steal it from him, it would be Edward Norton in “Birdman.” Other nominees include Robert Duvall for “The Judge,” Ethan Hawke for “Boyhood” and Mark Ruffalo for “Foxcatcher,” all in amazing performances.

Best Supporting Actress will hopefully, and deservedly, go to Patricia Arquette for “Boyhood.” Her competition is Emma Stone in “Birdman,” Laura Dern in “Wild,” Keira Knightley in “The Imitation Game” and Meryl Streep in “Into The Woods.” Feb. 22 will be an interesting night, as anyone could walk away a winner; in the meantime there are plenty of excellent films to get caught up on before the big night.

CONNER BURTON
Special to The Leader

Much like last year’s Oscars race, this year’s ballot is such a tight race in the major categories that it could be anyone’s year. In past years, winners have been easy to predict, but the 2015 Academy Awards are filled with excellent films and incredible performances; come Feb. 22, anyone could win.

The Best picture category this year is packed with films that resonate on so many levels. Powerful and brilliantly depicted biopics, such as “Selma,” “The Imitation Game,” “The Theory of Everything” and “American Sniper,” and technical marvels like “Boyhood” and “Birdman” provided some of the most profound theater experiences this year. Wes Anderson continued to build upon his incredible work with “The Grand Budapest Hotel” and “Whiplash” — one of the most intense films this year. It’s a true sign of a good year for films when all of the nominees are worthy; but there can only be one.

I predict that Richard Linklater’s film “Boyhood” will take the best picture. “Boyhood” was shot over 12 years as its lead actor, Ellar Coltrane, grew up. As the boy, Mason, grows up in the movie, the actor is growing, too. The film is a portrait of a time in life everyone can relate to: coming of age.

Children and Grandchildren of Fredonia Alumni Scholarship for 2015-2016

Scholarships for children and grandchildren of Fredonia Alumni are available for the 2015 – 2016 academic year. To apply – go online to Fredonia.edu, click on alumni, click on scholarship and type the application. Print out the application, add two letters of reference and mail/drop off your scholarship packet to: Alumni House 286 Central Ave. Fredonia, NY 14063

Deadline to apply is Monday, April 6, 2015

Undergraduate Alumni Council Scholarship for 2015-2016

Must be a sophomore or junior to apply, have a well-rounded complement of activities and at least a 3.0 GPA or above. To apply, go online to Fredonia.edu, click on alumni, click on scholarship and type the application. Print out the application, add two letters of reference and mail or drop off your scholarship packet to: Alumni House 286 Central Ave. Fredonia, NY 14063

Deadline to apply is Monday, April 6, 2015
Remembering AMIR 'BUCKETZ' BILLUPS

Teammates, friends reflect on an alumnus who was more than just another teammate.

Story on B-9

Courtesy of buffalo716ers.net
“Loyal.”
“Humble.”
“Outgoing.”
“Charismatic.”
“Bucketz.”

Look at any of these words in the dictionary, Amir Billups was sure to be listed as a synonym. Yes, even “Bucketz” would be in the dictionary if the men’s basketball team had their way.

In his freshman year, Amir Billups was as real as you could get. He had many good experiences with him including even when he had got recruited here. I can remember him introducing me to so many gorgeous girls and telling me how he would help me if I wanted to talk to any of them. That’s the kind of guy he was he would help you with whatever needed,” said junior Robert Lyles. “My freshman year he was the one that cut my hair due to me not knowing anyone else who could. I would always thank him for making me look ‘handsome’ and he would always just laugh and be grateful. He never charged he would just do it out of the niceness in his heart.”

In his time here, Billups also enjoyed working along women’s head volleyball coach Geoff Braun in the intramural department. “I can’t quite speak to a specific memory other than when his senior class of intramural employees all gathered to celebrate their graduation and thank them for their dedication to their jobs,” Coach Braun said. “It was one of my favorite moments because that whole group of kids was a joy to work with. Amir was a huge part of that.”

LaQuier’s biggest memory with him came from the last game they played together; a 103-98 victory over Brockport in which Billups recorded 25 points in the highest scoring game since the Blue Devils notched 120 back in the 2002-2003 season. “He had probably one of his best games he had here,” LaQuier said. “Fredonia hadn’t beaten Brockport in Brockport in around 15 years, and to go-out like that with the two of us is just nice.”

The two capped the victory off with an embrace along with fellow teammate Dalton Parris. “They didn’t make it to the playoffs that year, but in LaQuier’s words, going out like that, it’s special.”

Following his time here in Fredonia, Billups graduated with his degree in business administration, moved back up to Buffalo and continued his career. “Amir was a great teammate, friend, and just an over-all great person. Not to mention he was a Senior/captain. Most Seniors anytime because he was such a cool person you could always work along with. He was always there to be your rock suddenly isn’t there anymore. When I had everyone try and describe Amir in one word, they had the responses that you see starting this piece, but junior Eric Zwierlein had a different thought.”

“Describing Amir in one word is almost impossible, but if I had to choose one I guess it would be confident,” he said. “There was just this aura of confidence that Amir gave off, on the court or even just talking to people that I always admired.”

The last time that everyone was able to enjoy his company was last weekend, when Fredonia held their annual Fredonia Alumni Basketball game. He was there, and it was like the good old days. “I enjoyed seeing Amir play. He was a very competitive young man,” said Athletic Director Greg Puchlf, who coached one of the teams in the alumni event. “He really cared about his teammates, he worked hard and he was a very unselfish player.”

No one cared more about his teammates than Billups. “A man of his caliber surely leaves a lasting legacy with the people he associated with. ‘He brought happiness to each and every person’s life,’ said LaQuier. ‘He leaves a legacy that should be sought after for anyone who comes through the doors of the basketball program and just as a person. He went through life, and you’ll see that he brings a smile to everyone’s face.’”

In my personal experience, Amir had a huge effect on me. Starting out writing for this section just under four years ago, I had the honor to interview him, even though that story didn’t make it to print. From the start, he was amazing; he was joking, laughing and just making sure that everyone wasn’t slowing down the interview. So for that, I thank you. You are a great man and you will never be forgotten — my hat is tipped to you. Rest In Peace, Amir “Bucketz” Billups.

“Amir was a great teammate, captain, friend, and just an overall great person. Not to mention the best shooter I’ve ever played with. He was always there to pick you up with a slick remark or joke when you were feeling down, I recall when I was a scared freshman going to the first captains meeting and he was a Senior/captain. Most Seniors would of been distant to us immature freshman, but he brought us all under his wing and made us feel apart of the Blue Devil basketball family right away.” -Eric S Zwierlein

“My experience with him only got better overtime. After he graduated he would come back to Fred all the time to see us play, for alumni weekends, or just to see us for a weekend. And we would welcome him anytime because he was such an upbeat person who lit up every room he walked into.” -Eric S Zwierlein

“Amir Billups was probably one of my first friends when I came to campus,” said former teammate and current assistant men’s basketball coach Adam LaQuier. “I remember moving into the dorms with roommate Joseph Monahan; Amir was one of the first guys to come, and he actually helped my mother and father unload the truck for us.”

“Amir was a clown that just wanted to make people laugh. I went through not a great season with him but he always stayed positive and gave everyone encouragement. He was one of the best captains a person could ask for.” -Rob Lyles

“I don’t have just one favorite moment with him. All the times spend with Amir were joy some. He was a clown that just wanted to make people laugh. I went through not a great season with him but he always stayed positive and gave everyone encouragement. He was one of the best captains a person could ask for.” -Rob Lyles

By the time he was back home, his next meeting and he was a Senior/captain of the 716ers Alumni basketball team. He was still the funny guy that everyone loved, but the first person to jump up and get everyone to join. If your day was going bad, he was the one guy who wouldn’t leave you until you cracked a smile. He was a comedian, he was the definition of a leader and he was a down to earth guy — Amir Billups was an all as real as you could get. I had many good experiences with him including even when I had got recruited here. I can remember him introducing me to so many gorgeous girls and telling me how he would help me if I wanted to talk to any of them. That’s the kind of guy he was he would help you with whatever needed,” said Amir Billups’ loved ones reflect on his life
Women’s lacrosse plans for greater success this season

MICHELLE HALE
Assistant Sports Editor

The Fredonia women’s lacrosse team has set even higher goals this season from past years — win the SUNYAC title.

If they are able to do this, it will be the first time in the program’s history. Within the past three years, the Blue Devils have received two at-large bids to the NCAA tournament, but have yet to receive a bid due to a SUNYAC title.

The lacrosse team has had lots of success within the past years, to say the least. They have defeated top ranked teams when they were expected to lose.

In the 2014 season, the Blue Devils defeated top ranked teams such as St. John Fisher and Oneonta. They went 5-3 in SUNYAC conference play, and 12-7 overall.

The biggest question is: will they be the same team with the loss of two of their strongest defenders? Mary Bruton and Chelsea Maderer were two of the Blue Devils’ key players on the defensive end, and now that they have graduated, Fredonia will need to find replacements.

Our defense is young this year — we return three juniors, one sophomore and have three newcomers to that end, plus a freshman goal.,” said head coach Amy Simon.

“We’re young, but they’re definitely starting to gel together and play as one unit.”

Preseason started at the beginning of this Spring semester, and Fredonia has had five and a half weeks of practice before their first upcoming home game. Due to weather conditions, they have yet to set foot on their home field to practice.

“If we’re not able to practice on our turf field, it may be a slight disadvantage, but we are still confident with our skill set and believe that we can create success with the talent our team has,” said junior defender Jessica Tuttle.

The long preseason may just be what they need to work out all the kinks in their game. In practice, the Blue Devils have been spending extra time breaking down each aspect and attempting to perfect their technical skills.

“Even though we may have lost two great defenders, our offense is basically the same and I think that will be our strongest point,” said senior midfielder Katie Kleine.

Kleine was on the All-SUNYAC First Team and IWLCA Empire Region First Team. She led the offense as a midfielder with 29 assists and 25 goals.

Along with Kleine, senior Marissa Cussins will be expected to lead the offense, yet again. She scored 58 goals with 11 assists in the 2014 season. Senior attack Katie Glagolev is another stand-out, as well, with 33 goals scored last season.

“I’m expecting a lot from our senior class this year, and I think their experience will help them do that,” said Simon.

Since the four seniors — Kleine, Cussins, Glagolev and graduate Shelby Deeps — have been a part of the program, they have had nothing but winning seasons. They were able to experience the NCAA tournament twice, and they know exactly what it takes to be successful.

“Preseason is going really well, but we are more than excited to step onto the field to show off our talents and achieve the goals we’ve set this season,” said Tuttle. “We want to make a name for ourselves, and to do that, we need to start this season off with a win.”

The Blue Devils begin their season with a home game Feb. 28 against Wooster on the turf field at University Stadium at 2 p.m.

A three-legged battle for the playoffs

QUINTIN JAMES
Special to The Leader

With the women’s basketball team sitting at 9-13 and two games remaining in the season, the Blue Devils will not be finishing the season with a record above .500, but they have a chance to make the playoffs — and make some noise there, too. This season has been filled with a lot of ups and downs, and there are a lot of positives the Blue Devils can take from the season.

“There have been a lot of disappointing losses and a lot of good, quality wins,” said Coach Linda Hill-MacDonald on how the season is going so far. “I’m pleased with the attitude of our players and how hard they are working.”

Coming into the season, the Blue Devils were picked lower in the conference because they missed a lot of players, but have played great team ball, and it has been a pretty decent season.

If the Blue Devils lose to take it game by game, Hill-MacDonald said, “Looking at it one game at a time, taking it slow, we have a long trip to Oneonta and New Paltz. Monday will be the start of the long process for the final two weeks of the season.”

“We have to look at the tape and look at how the opponents changed their style and play. Then we have to look at our game film and see how we can improve. We will then plan for the teams accordingly,” Hill-MacDonald said on how they will prepare for the teams.

The Blue Devils aren’t that far out of the playoffs, and they’re confident they can get in and make a statement.

“We don’t think we’re out of the playoffs at this point. We have to handle our business and see what the other teams do,” said Hill-MacDonald.

The Devils are well prepared for the light. They’ve been playing well and the practices are getting tougher and they are improving daily. Since the expectations were low coming in, there isn’t any added pressure on making the playoffs, so the Devils are playing free.

The Blue Devils’ chemistry is also getting better. As players get used to each other, they have improved, and the team has more of a family vibe now.

“Players had a whole season to get to know each other, and everyone has and knows their roles on the team,” Hill-MacDonald said.

The playoffs aren’t out of the conversation, so if they finish strong we could see the Devils make the playoffs.

The Blue Devils took care of business Tuesday night as Brockport came to the frozen wonderland known as Fredonia. This game was a must win, and the Devils managed to get past them 79 to 76. Alexis Cheatham led with 24 points, scoring all 24 in the second half. The Devils were down six at half but managed to come back in the second half and take the game.

They had a chance to make it two in a row Friday when they traveled to Buffalo to face Buffalo State. The Blue Devils fell behind 11 in the first half and couldn’t back as they dropped a crucial game on the road 78 to 64.

Sabrina Macaulay led the Blue Devils in scoring with 17 points and six rebounds. Now with the Devils at 9-13 and 6-10 in conference play, that last loss is a blow to the Devils’ playoff hopes. They are now tied with Plattsburgh and Oswego in the win column for the sixth and final spot. The Devils will have to win out and hope for help from other teams to get into the playoffs. It should be an interesting couple of weeks to say the least.
Marcus Andersson

Swedish hockey player excels in the classroom and on the ice

CURTIS HENRY
Special to The Leader

“You want to know where I’ll be five years from now?” he said, a grin becoming prominent on his face. “I don’t even know where I’m going to be five minutes from now.”

Those two sentences from a recent interview with sophomore Marcus Andersson pretty much sum up everything you need to know about him. It’s easy to tell that the 20-year-old from Sweden knows how to live in the moment.

Andersson is currently in his first year at Fredonia. After studying in his homeland of Sweden and playing hockey at the junior level in recent years, he’s made Fredonia his new home.

The six-foot, 180-pound sophomore from the town of Örnsköldsvik has the stereotypical build of a forward on the ice. You get the feel that he’s athletic enough to have success in any sport of his choosing. Off the ice, he’s got a demeanor that’s both friendly and calming. He comes off as one of those people whom you want to know.

Andersson’s love of the game of hockey stems from his humble beginnings. His hometown is, in his words, the biggest hockey town in all of Sweden. He started playing the game at the tender age of five.

“Everyone plays. I really do mean everyone,” Andersson said. “I wasn’t going to be left out. I started playing, and I loved it.”

Fifteen years later and he’s still playing the sport he loves so dearly. But one is left with the question: how did he end up in Fredonia?

Jeff Meredith, head coach of the men’s hockey team, had the answers.

“He really wasn’t on our radar, but he contacted us through email and introduced himself and what he wanted to do,” Meredith said. “From there we got much more involved in recruiting Marcus.”

The two would continue to Skype weekly throughout the recruiting process. As time went by, Andersson felt more and more confident that he was making the right decision.

“I had a couple of options,” Andersson said. “But it really wasn’t long before I knew that Fredonia was right.”

There has been a learning curve in Andersson’s transition to the American game, as noted by both player and coach.

“It’s faster and you have to be much quicker with your decision making,” Andersson said. “It took me a while to transition, so much more you’re getting hit.”

Meredith agrees 100 percent.

“Andersson’s home: freshman Oskar Gerhardsson, sophomore Erik Moberg and junior Daniel Martensson are all from Sweden. Martensson says that the four being from Sweden gives them a special connection and betterers their communication.”

“Having the ability to speak your primary language with other people when you’re so far from home definitely gives you a special connection,” Martensson said. “The only place that Andersson performs better than he does on the ice is in the classroom. He majors in journalism and last semester accumulated a 4.0 GPA en route to making the dean’s list.”

Andersson’s love of the game is an impressive accomplishment by any student, but it’s a true testament to how talented Andersson is. Even more impressive is the fact that he’s doing it in his second language.

His choice of major forces his connection to his homeland.

“Marcus is good and has a lot of potential,” he said. “But there was definitely a long transition period over the course of this season as he got used to the American game. I feel like the game against Blattsburg was the first time [Andersson] was really assertive on the ice. We need that from him.”

Andersson’s life before hockey? It’s complicated.

“I want to play for as long as I can and would love to keep playing at a higher level. We’ll see if the opportunity ever presents itself,” Andersson said.

As far as he can see, there’s no reason for Andersson not to go is yet to be seen, but Meredith has high confidence in regards to his potential.

“He’s got great stick skills and is a very good player. Once he settles in fully, he’s got the chance to be special,” Meredith said.

Fredonia baseball team looks ahead to promising season

QUINTIN JAMES
Special to The Leader

Comming off a disappointing 11-20 season in which the Blue Devils baseball team didn’t make the playoffs, this season was a rebound year with a lot of promising members and a sense of confidence seen through the coaches and players.

Talking with Coach Matt Palisini this week, he seems really energetic about the season ahead. When asked about the season, he said, “We plan on being towards the top of the conference. I think, besides Cortland, we have a good chance against everyone else. They are a confident group of guys, and they believe they can win more this year.”

He also pointed out that most of the positions are up for grabs, and it’s a daily update on who’s going to start because of the team’s improved roster and attitude.

Last season saw the end of Fredonia’s Athlete of the Year Sean Larsen’s career at Fredonia, but Palisini is confident with his team this year. They are very deep in terms of pitchers, so it will be a good effort this season.

The Blue Devils have six new transfers this season who will make an impact on the team. Two experienced seniors, Joe DiLeo and Vinny Sherman, both from scholarship programs, and Kyle Sherman, the leadoff hitter this year, lead the transfer class as they look to guide the Devils back to the playoffs.

Even though the Blue Devils are confident heading into the season, he said, “I want to see us get back in the Top 10 in stolen bases. The last couple of years, we got away from that, but I want to start to test teams again with our speed.”

The incoming freshmen group is extremely tight according to Palisini. They all have great chemistry with each other and possibly three players could actually start for the Blue Devils on opening night. This is a great sign because, with the freshmen improving daily, they could take the next step earlier and start leading the team in the years ahead.

Some impact players to look out for this season are Zach Jordan, who is coming off an injury from last year. The junior looks sharp and will be tasked with playing a bigger role on the team when the season starts up.

Also, Dan Sicilia is a name to look for as he competes for the starting catcher duties this season. Other players, like Ciro Frondale and Mike Prentice, will be called among more in their second seasons.

Chemistry isn’t an issue for this team, as five of the transfer players played at Erie Community College together and a lot of the freshmen have connections with players and coaches. Freshman Patrick Sheehan had a brother who played for the Blue Devils while freshman Mike Carmody is going to play alongside his older brother Ryan.

The season looks very promising as a mix of young talents, veteran leadership and transfers lead this team in 2015. A lot of expectations face this team as they try and bring home the trophy for Fredonia. The road begins March 7 in Rochester as they face R.I.T in a double header.
Anonymously Surviving Your 50 Shades of Grey Viewing

SARA WILD Special to the Lampoon

Admit it. You’re sickened, but curious. It’s been the buzz for what seems like years now. You have to see it if it’s going to live up to all this hype, but no one can know. Never fear, no one has to know. Just follow my lead:

1. Fandango your tickets: This is the exact sort of thing this website was made for! You can’t be spending any unnecessary pressure from Fredonia residents for some sort of scientific consensus to be reached.

2. Purchase a large trench coat: Preferably one with a huge collar for you to be seen. Efficacy is key.

3. Choose your seat carefully: We’re going way beyond the every-other-urinal courtesy rule. Make sure you have at least four seats in between you and whatever bars, as they are dangerous hotbeds for the closing of all coffeehouses and bars, as they are dangerous hotbeds of sedition.

4. Slump: You sink down into that soiled theater seat like your life depends on it. Don’t these Hollywood producers realize that you’re reading the book on your coverless Kindle for a reason?

5. Make overly dramatic exit: You did it. You saw the forbidden fruit up on the big screen, and you’re almost home free. You’re thinking that maybe you should wait until everyone else has exited the theater before you get up. Wrong!! The second those credits roll, you rise. Flip your shoes from the sticky floor with some high-knees running and sprint your way up the aisle. Yell a loud triumphant battle cry as you pass by others waiting for the next viewing. Congratulations. You survived your secret viewing of 50 Shades of Grey. The best part is that no one will ever know. (Disclaimer: Step 5 is non-negotiable for successful results.)

It’s cold, scientists say

ANITA TENSION Special to the Lampoon

Confirming the suspicions of many Fredonia residents, scientists announced the results of an extensive study Monday, which indicated that it is extremely cold outside right now.

Citing the pronounced rosiness of their cheeks and runniness of their noses, the scientists concluded that the likeliest cause of this was the fact that it was cold as shit outside. One scientist, who brought a hot cup of coffee outside, said the hand holding the coffee felt like “that thing where you try to grill a burger or a hot dog but it’s not all to the way thawed so you wind up with part of it totally cooked and the other part still totally frozen.”

“I know it’s nuts, I think,” he added. “I’m not sure. I can’t move it, either.”

The study was launched amid mounting pressure from Fredonia residents for some sort of scientific consensus to be reached.

the Lampoon presents:

this week’s horoscope

CAPRICORN:
You’ll be faced with a tough decision this week, like the guards ordered by Murad IV on his deathbed to execute his younger brother Ibrahim, heir to the throne.

AQUARIUS:
An unwanted responsibility will fall to you this week, just like the throne of the Empire fell to a young and mentally troubled Ibrahim, the last of his dynasty, when the guards decided to ignore Murad IV’s final request in order to avoid upsetting the political order.

PIRSES:
You are nervous. The strain of day-to-day life is getting to you. It might as well be 1640, and you might as well be Sultan Ibrahim, plagued by headaches, bouts of physical weakness and laughing fits, as the empire your brother briefly raised to glory falls into a crisis under your feeble reign.

ARIES:
You’re on fire! This is your week, Aries. In seven days you’ll look back on what you accomplished and say, “Man, I sure achieved great things this week — though nowhere near as great as the ascension of Sultan Murad IV to the throne of the Ottoman Empire in 1623 at the tender young age of 11.”

TAURUS:
There is trouble in your social circle, and you’re at the heart of it, Taurus. You’re questioning whether some of your friends are truly loyal, or if they’re using you to serve their own selfish ends. Sometimes you feel just like the young Sultan Murad IV — trapped in the palace, powerless, a figurehead, while your corrupt family and advisors ruin the Empire in your name.

GEMINI:
You’ve been wanting to make a change for a long time, but have never quite felt that the moment was right. Well, Gemini, there’s no more right moment than now; cosmic forces are aligned in your favor. Seize the opportunity — like a 20-year-old Sultan Murad IV, took advantage of a military coup in 1632 to seize power and execute most high-ranking government and military officials.

CANCER:
This is going to be a hell of a week for you. Too bad you can’t reward yourself with a glass of wine; the draconian policies of Sultan Murad IV prohibit the sale and consumption of alcohol within the bounds of his empire. It is rumored the young king prowls the streets at night, in civilian clothes, beholding those he sees violating his decree.

SCORPIO:
You feel neglected, shunned by your friends in favor of someone new. Just like deposed Sultan Mustafa I, you wander the empty halls of your palace, plagued by hallucinations, sick with the constant fear of assassination.

VIRGO:
Problems that have plagued you for years can no longer be avoided. It would be best to deal with them all at once, in one fell swoop, like in Murad IV’s war against the Safavids, in which he conquered large swathes of land, taking the cities of Hamadan, Tabriz, Revan and Baghdad over the span of two years.

LIBRA:
You would benefit from looking inside yourself and asking whether you are practicing what you preach. You wouldn’t want to be like Murad IV, who, despite his strict ban on alcohol, was quoted as having said, “Even if the rivers became wine, they wouldn’t fill my glass,” and, “Wine is such a devil that I protect my people by drinking all of it.”

SAGITTARIUS:
Unfortunately, something you’ve done in the past will come back to bite you this week. It’s not dissimilar to how Murad IV, at the age of 27, died of liver failure after a lifetime of heavy drinking despite his ban on alcohol.

LEO:
You’re off your game this week. When you get to class, you feel dumb and unmotivated. Grab a cup of coffee to perk yourself up. Oh wait — you can’t, because the Sultan has ordered the closing of all coffeehouses and bars, as they are dangerous hotbeds of sedition.

ANONYMOUSLY SURVIVING YOUR 50 SHADES OF GREY VIEWING

1. Fandango your tickets: This is the exact sort of thing this website was made for! You can’t be spending any unnecessary time fumbling at the ticket booth and risk being seen. Efficacy is key.

2. Purchase a large trench coat: Preferably one with a huge collar for you to be seen. Efficacy is key.

3. Choose your seat carefully: We’re going way beyond the every-other-urinal courtesy rule. Make sure you have at least four seats in between you and whatever bars, as they are dangerous hotbeds of sedition.

4. Slump: You sink down into that soiled theater seat like your life depends on it. Don’t these Hollywood producers realize that you’re reading the book on your coverless Kindle for a reason?

5. Make overly dramatic exit: You did it. You saw the forbidden fruit up on the big screen, and you’re almost home free. You’re thinking that maybe you should wait until everyone else has exited the theater before you get up. Wrong!! The second those credits roll, you rise. Flip your shoes from the sticky floor with some high-knees running and sprint your way up the aisle. Yell a loud triumphant battle cry as you pass by others waiting for the next viewing. Congratulations. You survived your secret viewing of 50 Shades of Grey. The best part is that no one will ever know. (Disclaimer: Step 5 is non-negotiable for successful results.)